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1 Introduction

We show that non-idempotent intersection types can be used to obtain a quantitative relational model for
a computational version of Plotkin’s open call-by-value λ-calculus equipped with effectful operations given
by exception handling. To achieve this result we adopt the monadic approach proposed by Moggi [Mog89]
and popularized by Wadler [Wad95], which reflect the monad semantics into the operational rules of the
language and its associated type system. Indeed, according to Moggi, call-by-value effectful programs
can be abstracted by a generic calculus based on a few common treats, which are then combined with
complementary specific rules for the effectful computations. The call-by-value λ-calculus that is going
to be presented, equipped with handling operations over all possible exceptions, is an instance of this
generic formalism. In fact, we combine at the computational level both nullary algebraic operators of the
form raisee() for raising an exception e, and specific effects handlers of the form handlee(t, u), which are
syntactical constructors for handling raised exceptions. Actually, both operators can be seen as families of
operators indexed over a set of possible exceptions E .

The relational model that we propose is specified as a monadic intersection type system. More precisely,
we use recent tightness techniques [AGK20], which, instead of providing upper bounds for the evaluation
lengths of terms, give exact measures. Indeed, judgments are decorated with counters capturing both the
number of evaluation steps, as well as the size of normal forms. Besides the usual counter for the number
of β steps, we have two additional counters that measure the effectful behaviour of the language, one to
count the successful handling of exceptions and another one to count both exceptions that are propagated,
and unsuccessful handling. We show quantitative soundness and completeness of the type system with
respect to the language’s operational semantics.

2 Syntax and Operational Semantics

Let E be a set of constants to identify exceptions. The set of terms is given by the following grammar:

v, w ::= x | λx.t
t, u, p ::= v | vt | handlee(t, u) | raisee()
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We define different predicates over terms in order to simplify the presentation of the reduction rules:
we write isvalue(t) iff t is a variable or of the form λx.u; israisee(t) iff t is of the form raisee(); and
israise(t) whenever we do not care about e.

The reduction relation is defined by the following rules:

(b)
(λx.t)v → t{x\v}

(r)
v raisee() → raisee()

(h1)
handlee(raisee(), t) → t

[isvalue(t)] or [israisee′(t) (e
′ ̸= e)]

(h2)
handlee(t, u) → t

t → u
(c1)

handlee(t, p) → handlee(u, p)

t → u
(c2)

vt → vu

We write ↠ for the reflexive-transitive closure of →, and t ↠(b,h,p) u if t reduces to u in b b-steps, h
h1-steps, and p r/h2-steps. Rule (r) propagates exceptions through applications. The successful handling
of exceptions is captured by (h1), since it takes place when there is a raise in the evaluation position of
the handler and both are indexed by the same exception. Rule (h2) captures the unsuccessful handling
of exceptions: when there is either a value or a raise indexed by a different exception in the evaluation
position of the handler.

Our operational semantics respects Haskell’s behavior when handling exceptions. However, while
Haskell continuations are attached to exceptions, in this language continuations are attached to handlers.

Example 2.1. In the following Haskell example, the catch function will catch the following exception
Exception (print "div by zero") thrown when a division by zero occurs, and apply id to continuation
print "div by zero":

catch (((λx.λy.if y == 0 then (throw (print "div by zero")) else (x/y))1)0) id

→4 catch (Exception (print "div by zero")) id →2 print "div by zero"

Using handle and raise, we can capture the whole behavior by simply parameterizing the operations
by an exception handling division by zero div0:

handlediv0(((λx.λy.if y == 0 then raisediv0() else (x/y))1)0, id (print "division by zero"))
→3 handlediv0(raisediv0(), id (print "division by zero")) →2 print "division by zero"

The size of normal forms is defined as follows:

|raisee()| = 1 |x| = 0 |λx.t| = 0 |vt| = 1 + |t| |handlee(t, u)| = 1 + |t|

As customary in effectful languages, our reduction relation is a weak strategy, i.e., reduction does not
occurr in the body of abstractions. Being so, it makes sense to assign size zero to abstractions that are
not applied.

The set of normal forms can be characterized by the following grammar:

(Neutral) ne ::= x no/ | (λx.t) ne | handlee(ne, t)
(Pseudo-Normal) no/ ::= x | λx.t | ne

(Normal) no ::= raisee() | no/

If we ignore the operations that handle exceptions, we can see that these normal forms are precisely
the ones expected for Plotkin’s open call-by-value λ-calculus, when we restrict applications to only have
values on the left. Since we consider raisee() to be a valid result of a computation, we have to add it to
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the set of normal forms. The behavior of handlee(t, u), however, depends on the form of t (in fact, this
is the reason why these operations are not algebraic as stated in the Section 1). Since the behavior of a
handling operator depends on the subterm t in the evaluation position, when t is a normal form that is
neither a value, nor a raise, the wrapping handling should be considered as “stuck”.

Finally, since a stuck handlee(t, u) is also neither a value, nor a raise, it is a neutral term. Also, note
that, even though raisee() is a normal form, it does not produce a normal form when appearing at the
right of an application. For that reason, we separate raisee() from the rest of the normal forms.

The following proposition states that the set of normal forms is characterized by the above grammar.

Proposition 2.2 (Characterization of Normal Forms). Let t be a term. Then, t ̸→ iff t ∈ no.

Example 2.3. Catching exceptions:

(λx.handlee(xy, x)) (λz.raisee()) →b handlee((λz.raisee()) y, (λz.raisee()))
→b handlee(raisee(), λz.raisee()) →h1 λz.raisee()

And notice that |λz.raisee()| = 0.

3 Type System

Like in monadic idempotent intersection types [GVT23], and in quantitative global memory with non-
idempotent types [AKR23], we design our type system by having in mind that both terms and (non-
idempotent) intersection types become monadic. For this, we combine Girard’s boring CBV translation of
intuitionistic logic into linear logic [Gir87] with Moggi’s CBV translation [Mog89], to obtain the translation
A ⇒ B = !A ⊸ T (!B), where T depends on the choice of monad, that, in turn, will depend on the effect that
is being considered. For the purposes of this paper, we will consider the exceptions monad TX = X → E⊕X,
where ⊕ is the disjoint union and E is a set of names of exceptions. To distinguish between persistent
and consuming constructors, we follow [AGK20] and [KV20] by introducing tight constant and persistent
typing rules.

Let ⋆ represent the unit type. The set of types is given by the following grammar:

(Tight Constants) tt ::= v | a | r | n
(Value Types) σ ::= v | a | M ⇒ δ
(Multi-Types) M ::= [σi]i∈I where I is a finite set

(Liftable Types) µ ::= v | a | M
(Types) τ ::= tt | M

(Monadic Types) δ ::= γ ⊕ τ where γ ∈ E ∪ {⋆}

Constant types are used to deal with persistent symbols, i.e., symbols that are not going to be consumed
during evaluation, and the choice of constant types comes from the need to be able to type every normal
form with a constant type: for persistent variables, we use v; for abstractions and variables that can be
replaced by abstractions, we use a; for raisee() we use r; and for neutral terms, we use n. Of course,
neutral terms will result from the interaction between normal terms, and this interaction is captured by
the type system by the persistent rules for applications and handles in normal form. Given an arbitrary
tight constant tt0, we write tt0 to denote all the other tight constants in tt different from tt0.
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The type system is given by the following rules:

(ax)
x : [σ] ⊢(0,0,0,0) x : σ

Γ ⊢(b,h,p,s) t : δ
(abs)

Γ \\x ⊢(b,h,p,s) λx.t : Γ(x) ⇒ δ
(raisec)

⊢(0,1,0,0) raisee() : e⊕ [ ]

(Γi ⊢(bi,hi,pi,si) v : σi)i∈I
(many)

+i∈I Γi ⊢(+i∈Ibi,+i∈Ihi,+i∈Ipi,+i∈Isi) v : [σi]i∈I

Γ ⊢(b,h,p,s) v : µ
(unit)

Γ ⊢(b,h,p,s) v : ⋆⊕ µ

Γ ⊢(b,h,p,s) v : M ⇒ δ ∆ ⊢(b′,h′,p′,s′) t : ⋆⊕M
(app)

Γ + ∆ ⊢(1+b+b′,h+h′,p+p′,s+s′) vt : δ

Γ ⊢(b,h,p,s) t : e⊕ τ
(propag)

Γ ⊢(b,h,1+p,s) vt : e⊕ τ

Γ ⊢(b,h,p,s) t : e⊕ [ ] ∆ ⊢(b′,h′,p′,s′) u : δ
(handle1)

Γ + ∆ ⊢(b+b′,1+h+h′,p+p′,s+s′) handlee(t, u) : δ

Γ ⊢(b,h,p,s) t : δ [δ = ⋆⊕ µ (µ ̸= n)] or [δ = e′ ⊕ τ (e ̸= e′)]
(handle2)

Γ ⊢(b,h,1+p,s) handlee(t, u) : δ

(absp)
⊢(0,0,0,0) λx.t : a

(raisep)
⊢(0,0,0,1) raisee() : e⊕ r

Γ ⊢(b,h,p,s) t : ⋆⊕ r
(app1p)

x : [v] + Γ ⊢(b,h,p,1+s) xt : ⋆⊕ n

Γ ⊢(b,h,p,s) t : ⋆⊕ n
(app2p)

Γ ⊢(b,h,p,1+s) (λx.u)t : ⋆⊕ n

Γ ⊢(b,h,p,s) t : ⋆⊕ n
(handlep)

Γ ⊢(b,h,p,1+s) handlee(t, u) : ⋆⊕ n

Rule (propag) is used to type vt, when t reduces to raisee(). In this case, the whole application will
reduce to raisee() (cf. reduction rule (r)), which is reflected in the typing rule. Rule (handle2) is used
to type handlee(t, u), when t reduces to raisee() (cf. reduction rule (s)). For this case, it is important to
clarify the following. Even though it is possible to type raisee() with either rule (raisec) or (raisep), the
former should be used to type raisee() when it is going to be consumed, and the latter when it is going
to persist in the normal form. We distinguish between these two cases by pivoting on the right-injection
of the type: we use [ ] when typing consumable exceptions, and r to type persistent exceptions. Rule
(handle1) is used to type handlee(t, u), when t reduces to a value or a raisee′(), such that e ̸= e′. These
two possibilities are reflected in the typing rule by using conditions: δ = ⋆ ⊕ µ for t reducing to a value;
and δ = e′ ⊕ τ (e ̸= e′) for t reducing to raisee′().

A multi-type M is tight, if all the types in M are tight. An environment Γ is tight, if it assigns tight
multi-types to all variables. A type δ is tight, if it is of the form γ ⊕ tt. A type derivation Φ is tight if
the type environment and the type of the conclusion are both tight.

Example 3.1 (Tight type derivation for Example 2.3). Let Φ0 be the following derivation:

(ax)
x : [[ ] ⇒ (e⊕ [ ])] ⊢(0,0,0,0) x : [ ] ⇒ (e⊕ [ ])

(many)
⊢(0,0,0,0) y : [ ]

(app)
x : [[ ] ⇒ (e⊕ [ ])] ⊢(1,0,0,0) xy : e⊕ [ ]

(ax)
x : [a] ⊢(0,0,0,0) x : a

(unit)
x : [a] ⊢(0,0,0,0) x : ⋆⊕ a

(handle1)
x : [[ ] ⇒ (e⊕ [ ]), a] ⊢(1,0,0,0) handlee(xy, x) : ⋆⊕ a

(abs)
⊢(1,0,0,0) λx.handlee(xy, x) : [[ ] ⇒ (e′ ⊕ [ ]), a] ⇒ (⋆⊕ a)
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And Ψ0 be the following derivation:

(raisec)
⊢(0,1,0,0) raisee() : e⊕ [ ]

(abs)
⊢(0,1,0,0) λz.raisee() : [ ] ⇒ (e⊕ [ ])

(absp)
⊢(0,0,0,0) λz.raisee() : a

(many)
⊢(0,1,0,0) λz.raisee() : [[ ] ⇒ (e⊕ [ ]), a]

(unit)
⊢(0,1,0,0) λz.raisee() : ⋆⊕ [[ ] ⇒ (e⊕ [ ]), a]

Then we can build the following derivation:

Φ0 Ψ0
(app)

⊢(2,1,0,0) (λx.handlee(xy, x))(λz.raisee′()) : ⋆⊕ a

The following theorem is the main result of this paper and reveals the expressiveness of our type system.
For any tight type derivation Φ of a program t with counters b, h, p, and s, we are able to show that t
evaluates to a normal form of size s in exactly b b-steps, h h1-steps, and p r/h2-steps, where h is the
number of exception that were handled, and p is the number times exceptions were propagated. Therefore,
the type system is not only sound, i.e., able to guess the number of steps to normal form as well as the
size of this normal form, but also complete with respect to the operational semantics.

Theorem 3.2 (Soundness and Completeness).

• (Soundness) If Φ▷Γ ⊢(b,h,p,s) t : δ tight, then there exists u ∈ no, such that t ↠(b,h,p) u, with b b-steps,
h h1-steps, p r/h2-steps, and |u| = s.

• (Completeness) If t ↠(b,h,p) u, with b b-steps, h h1-steps, and p r/h2-steps, then there exists Φ ▷
Γ ⊢(b,h,p,|u|) t : δ tight.

Example 2.3 illustrates that (λx.handlee(xy, x)) (λz.raisee()) evaluates to λz.raisee() in 2 b-steps
and 1 h1-steps, and that |λz.raisee()| = 0. Example 3.1 illustrates that the type system agrees with these
measures, since there is a tight type derivation with counters b = 2, h = 1, p = 0, and s = 0.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we propose a tight type system for a calculus with exception handlers. Neither the calculus
nor the type system can fit inside a general treatment as for example the one in [GVT23], where a monadic
idempotent intersection type system is defined for a computational λ-calculus with algebraic operators à la
Plotkin and Power [PP03]. In fact, exception handlers (like continuations) cannot be modelled as algebraic
effects [PP13]. However, more general theories of algebraic effects have recently emerged, they combine
algebraic operations with specific algebraic morphisms to manipulate program flow: the resulting theory is
referred to as the theory of effects and handlers [BP15], [PP13] (and see [Pre15] for a gentle introduction).
Exception handlers can be viewed as a preliminary step to a general treatment of tight types including
arbitrary effects, instead of algebraic effects only.
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